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Abstract

Earth system models currently struggle to account for the complex effects that land surface heterogeneity can have on land-

atmosphere interactions. Subgrid land surface heterogeneity is currently not well accounted for in land-atmosphere interactions

in earth system models. There have been attempts to include the impact of this heterogeneity on the atmosphere, but they

ignore the development of coherent secondary circulations that can be driven by spatial differential surface heating. A wealth of

literature, particularly large-eddy simulation (LES) based studies, shows that these circulations have significant impacts on the

development and organization of clouds. In this work, we describe a two-column model with a parameterized circulation driven

by atmospheric virtual potential temperature profiles, differences in near surface temperature between the two columns, patterns

of surface heterogeneity, and the mean background wind. Key aspects of the proposed model structure are compared with LES

output, and the model is then implemented between two otherwise independent single column models. While some avenues for

improvement exist, when the circulations are parameterized, we see increased cloud development and realistic changes to the

mean profiles of temperature and moisture. The proposed model qualitatively matches expectations from the literature and

LES, and points to the potential success of its future implementation in coarse grid models.
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Key Points:9

• A parameterized circulation between two otherwise independent columns is de-10

scribed and evaluated for three simulation days11

• Large-eddy simulations (LES) show substantial agreement with the overall circu-12

lation model structure proposed13

• When implemented, the parameterized circulation yields similar changes in the14

atmospheric profiles and cloud production to LES15
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Abstract16

Earth system models currently struggle to account for the complex effects that land sur-17

face heterogeneity can have on land-atmosphere interactions. Subgrid land surface het-18

erogeneity is currently not well accounted for in land-atmosphere interactions in earth19

system models. There have been attempts to include the impact of this heterogeneity20

on the atmosphere, but they ignore the development of coherent secondary circulations21

that can be driven by spatial differential surface heating. A wealth of literature, partic-22

ularly large-eddy simulation (LES) based studies, shows that these circulations have sig-23

nificant impacts on the development and organization of clouds. In this work, we describe24

a two-column model with a parameterized circulation driven by atmospheric virtual po-25

tential temperature profiles, differences in near surface temperature between the two columns,26

patterns of surface heterogeneity, and the mean background wind. Key aspects of the27

proposed model structure are compared with LES output, and the model is then imple-28

mented between two otherwise independent single column models. While some avenues29

for improvement exist, when the circulations are parameterized, we see increased cloud30

development and realistic changes to the mean profiles of temperature and moisture. The31

proposed model qualitatively matches expectations from the literature and LES, and points32

to the potential success of its future implementation in coarse grid models.33

Plain Language Summary34

This work addresses the challenge of incorporating land surface heterogeneity into35

earth system models to better understand land-atmosphere interactions. Current mod-36

els struggle to account for the complex effects of subgrid land surface heterogeneity on37

these interactions, especially when a warmer region near a cooler region can cause a cir-38

culation to occur. The study proposes a two-column model that includes a parameter-39

ized circulation driven by vertical temperature profiles, surface temperature differences,40

surface heterogeneity patterns, and the background wind. The model is compared to high41

resolution large-eddy simulation (LES) output for three days in the Southern Great Plains.42

The results show that the model qualitatively reproduces patterns observed in LES and43

the existing literature, primarily that cloud production increases and concentrates over44

warmer surface areas. The model’s success suggests its potential implementation in coarse45

grid models to explore regional and global atmospheric impacts of subgrid land surface46

heterogeneity. Additionally, the similarities between land surface heterogeneity circula-47

tions and other thermally driven circulations indicate potential applicability in subgrid-48

scale parameterization of sea and lake breezes. While limitations and opportunities for49

improvement exist, overall this work represents a promising step toward understanding50

the impacts of subgrid heterogeneity on cloud production and atmospheric processes in51

earth system models.52

1 Introduction53

Adequately understanding and modeling the coupling and feedbacks that occur be-54

tween the land surface and the atmosphere has been a critical endeavor in the earth sci-55

ences for decades. When relying on coarse scale Earth system models (ESMs) to assess56

our global resilience to a changing climate, this issue becomes even more pronounced as57

fewer processes can be resolved and more must be parameterized. Local land-atmosphere58

influences on convection and cloud development are complex and challenging to param-59

eterize (Santanello et al., 2018). Effectively including land-atmosphere interactions, how-60

ever, is important as clouds remain one of the largest sources of uncertainties in predict-61

ing the extent and impact of climate change (Vial et al., 2013). A significant driver of62

these uncertainties over land is land surface heterogeneity, which is often poorly repre-63

sented in coarse ESMs. Local-scale (kilometer-scale) spatial variations in surface prop-64

erties inevitably affect state variables, such as soil moisture and temperature, and sur-65
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face fluxes of heat and moisture (Chaney et al., 2015), increasing their complexity and66

influencing the behavior of the larger scale water and energy cycles. When the variabil-67

ity and length scales of heterogeneity are significant, the resulting differential in surface68

heating and fluxes can cause secondary mesoscale circulations to occur, with potential69

ramifications for the boundary layer and cloud dynamics. Without modeling the impacts70

that these subgrid circulations have on the broader atmosphere, an often significant por-71

tion of the land-atmosphere coupling is ignored.72

There is an extensive history of modeling studies with large-eddy simulation (LES)73

that show that surface heterogeneity induced secondary circulations at length scales sig-74

nificantly smaller than that of an ESM grid have important impacts on the atmosphere75

and cloud dynamics through secondary circulations (Stoll et al., 2020). These circula-76

tions are caused by pressure differences induced by temperature gradients near the sur-77

face, in many ways similar to the extensively studied sea breezes (Miller et al., 2003);78

flow converges over high temperature (and lower density) regions initiating a vertical trans-79

port which enhances an inverse temperature gradient in the upper region of the circu-80

lation, from which the flow diverges and then descends, completing a coherent circula-81

tion (Rochetin et al., 2017). Studies over both idealized surfaces (Hadfield et al., 1991;82

Avissar & Liu, 1996; Lee et al., 2019; Han et al., 2019) and those with realistic surface83

heterogeneity (Weaver, 2004; Garcia-Carreras et al., 2011; J. S. Simon et al., 2021) show84

that these circulations yield significant increases in cloud production as a result of the85

transport of moisture from near the surface to the top of the boundary layer. Under fa-86

vorable conditions, they can also initiate deep convection or change the timing and spa-87

tial patterns of convective initiation (Kang & Ryu, 2016).88

While there are many LES studies examining this phenomenon, the ability to rep-89

resent it in the context of an ESM is limited. Atmospheric parameterizations capable90

of encoding a degree of atmospheric sub-grid variability, including the Cloud Layers Uni-91

fied by Binormals (CLUBB) (Golaz et al., 2002) and Eddy Diffusivity Mass Flux (EDMF)92

(Sušelj et al., 2013), are increasingly being used in ESMs. Significant subgrid land sur-93

face heterogeneity is also already captured in land surface models (LSMs) through the94

use of tiling schemes which generate varying characteristics for multiple representative95

subgrid tiles (Bonan et al., 2002; Ducharne et al., 2000; Chaney et al., 2018). In ESMs,96

however, the tile surface fluxes and surface boundary conditions are averaged out when97

coupled to the atmosphere and higher order statistics (e.g. variances) are lost in the cou-98

pling, limiting any effective parameterization of sub-grid heterogeneity driven circula-99

tions. State of the art models have recently begun to account for inter-tile variations in100

the form of more accurate temperature and moisture variances (Huang et al., 2022), al-101

though the impacts on the atmosphere are not as significant as would be expected based102

on LES studies.103

Some studies, mostly over the ocean rather than the land, have examined thermally104

driven circulations in the context of more simplistic models. A number of two-column105

models have been applied in this ocean context. (Nilsson & Emanuel, 1999; Raymond106

& Zeng, 2000; Naumann et al., 2017; Nuijens & Emanuel, 2018). These models also of-107

ten rely on solving a more complex system of equations, increasing computation require-108

ments and preventing ready implementation in the ESM sub-grid. A simpler two-column109

parameterization driven by sea surface temperature differences has been tested in this110

ocean context that performs fairly well (Naumann et al., 2019), but such a model has111

yet to be applied over the land. Despite the different setting and some challenges, these112

models show significantly different behavior than the coarse grid parameterizations in113

the ocean context (Nuijens & Emanuel, 2018) and indicate the potential of the two-column114

setup.115

Any computationally efficient subgrid parameterization scheme will need to reflect116

the expected characteristics of heterogeneity-driven circulations and their impacts on the117

atmosphere found in the literature. Key characteristics include: (i) The flow velocity and118
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cloud impact of circulations are positively correlated with both the length-scale (or struc-119

ture) of the surface heterogeneity and the variance of the surface heating (Kang & Ryu,120

2016; Kang & Bryan, 2011; Lee et al., 2019; Avissar & Schmidt, 1998; Han et al., 2019;121

van Heerwaarden et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2023; Margairaz et al., 2020), a phenomenon122

also seen in sea-breeze and lake-breeze literature (Crosman & Horel, 2010). (ii) There123

is some minimum length scale of heterogeneity necessary to see large scale impact. This124

exact scale is unclear, but is complex and on the order of the boundary layer height (Lee125

et al., 2019; van Heerwaarden et al., 2014; Margairaz et al., 2020). (iii) A background126

wind can reduce or completely wipe out a circulation, especially when oriented paral-127

lel to the temperature gradient, due to shear tearing the circulation apart or the wind128

preventing the air from forming a significant gradient. (Rochetin et al., 2017; Maronga129

& Raasch, 2013; Eder et al., 2015; Weaver, 2004; Avissar & Schmidt, 1998; Raasch &130

Harbusch, 2001). There is uncertainty around the magnitude of the velocity reduction131

from a zero background wind case. A 1:1 reduction has been suggested (Lee et al., 2019),132

however in the context of sea breezes a less significant reduction has been identified (Miller133

et al., 2003). (iv) Enhanced convection and cloud formation occurs primarily over the134

warmer regions, and convection is suppressed over the cooler regions (Taylor et al., 2012;135

J. S. Simon et al., 2021; Garcia-Carreras et al., 2011). This also results in the bound-136

ary layer height and vertical extent of the circulation being larger over the warm region137

than the cool region (Lee et al., 2019; Rochetin et al., 2017). (v) Horizontal circulation138

or breeze velocities up to 4 or 5m s−1 (Lee et al., 2019; Rochetin et al., 2017; Han et al.,139

2019) and vertical velocities of less than 1m s−1 (Garcia-Carreras et al., 2011; Maronga140

& Raasch, 2013). This will vary depending on a variety of conditions such as those de-141

scribed above, but provides a range of reasonable values.142

Parameterizing heterogeneity induced secondary circulations in a computationally143

efficient manner that maintains the expected impacts and characteristics reported in the144

literature can offer critical improvements in the modeling of convective cloud develop-145

ment in coarse grid models. The focus of model development is to define it in such a way146

that it can be tuned to high resolution LES results, matching our expectations from the147

literature, functioning under the constraints of existing ESMs, and minimizing compu-148

tational expense. Such a model may yield significant improvements in our coupling of149

the land and atmosphere at the coarse, ESM scale and aid in our understanding of these150

hard to observe phenomena. To achieve these results, we propose a simple two-column151

circulation model, where two independent atmospheric columns are coupled by a param-152

eterized circulation driven by surface heating heterogeneity, and vertical temperature and153

density profiles.154

2 Model Description155

The approach to parameterizing circulations, described as follows, relies on the as-156

sumption that circulations are controlled by density differences between two otherwise157

largely independent atmospheric columns and the vertical profiles of density within these158

columns. One of these columns is forced with a warm (high sensible heat flux) surface159

while another is forced with a cool (low sensible heat flux) surface. The following sec-160

tion discusses the conceptual core of this model.161

2.1 Circulation Velocity162

To model the density induced flow between two atmospheric columns, we consider163

the advection-diffusion equation to model the transport of a species λ:164

δtλ+∇ · (Vλ) = ∇∇ :(Dλ), (1)165

with advection velocity V and diffusion tensor D. We assume that this transport is pri-166

marily driven by advection, ∇ · (Vλ) >> ∇∇ :(Dλ), and neglect the diffusion term.167
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We will model the advection velocity as168

V(z) = ub(z) + uR(z), (2)169

where ub(z) is the background wind velocity in the absence of the circulation and uR(z)170

is the velocity associated with the circulation. Since this model is setup for application171

in the context of either a single column model or sub-grid, ∇·(ubλ) is assumed to be172

either 0 or handled primarily by the host model, which leaves the change in a species λ173

induced by the circulation as174

δtλ = ∇ · (uRλ) (3)175

It is necessary to determine an appropriate model for this velocity. We assume that176

this velocity must depend largely on the variables associated with vertical convection that177

generate the circulations, namely temperature and gravity. In terms of the temperature178

dependence, vertical convection alone would not generate the circulations under consid-179

eration; spatial variation in the surface heating and the associated horizontal air tem-180

perature variations are necessary. Therefore, a relevant temperature scale could be the181

magnitude of the horizontal temperature variation of the air. As discussed previously,182

results in the literature also show a relationship between the size of the hot and cold patches183

and the magnitude of circulations, so we should expect a dependency on some length scale184

of heterogeneity ℓ discussed in the previous section. If we assume the flow direction to185

be from the low sensible heat region to the high sensible heat region, then with dimen-186

sional analysis we yield the following for uR, the magnitude of the vector uR,187

uR(z) ∼ g1/2ℓ1/2
(
δ |θ′v|
θ0

)
(4)188

where
δ|θ′

v(z)|
θ0

is the normalized difference in virtual potential temperature, and g is grav-189

ity. θ0 is a normalization factor which we set to 300K to match a similar factor found190

in our single column model. This satisfies the expectation that the circulations will van-191

ish if surface temperature is uniform (δ |θ′v(z)| = 0) or if the size of the surface patches192

is sufficiently small (ℓ → 0) and has a functional form quite similar to a circulation speed193

model found in the context of analogous sea-breeze circulation literature (Miller et al.,194

2003).195

One expectation in the literature, however, that is not satisfied is the observed phe-196

nomenon of background winds parallel to the circulation velocity reducing or outright197

eliminating the circulation. We take the simple proposal from Lee et al. (2019) to ap-198

ply the background wind as a straight, 1:1 reduction to the original modified velocity.199

Adding an empirical parameter cur, we arrive at the following,200

uR0 = curg
1/2ℓ1/2

(
δ |θ′v|
θ0

)
(5)201

202

uR =

{
uR0 −

∣∣ub∥
∣∣ uR0 >

∣∣ub∥
∣∣

0 uR0 ≤
∣∣ub∥

∣∣ (6)203

where
∣∣ub∥

∣∣ is the absolute value of the component of the background wind parallel to204

the circulation velocity. uR is presumed to act normal to the boundary between the hot205

and cold patches in the model. Notably, we only apply this equation to the circulation206

velocity for the lower portion of the circulation and not for the upper portion, or recir-207

culation. This allows us to define the recirculation in a way that preserves the overall208

mass of the system. This circulation velocity is then used to advect heat and moisture,209

causing changes at each level of the circulation. Taking the primary component of in-210

terest from equation (2) and making approximations for the gradients, we get211

dθ

dt
(z) = uR(z)

∆θ(z)

L
(7)212
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Figure 1. a(left): Conceptual diagram of the parameterized circulation between two columns

with key virtual potential temperature limits listed. θvmax: maximum virtual potential tempera-

ture of circulation. θvcrit: minimum virtual potential temperature of the recirculation; occurs at

the same height in both columns. θv(w/c)sfc: virtual potential temperature at the surface of the

warm and cool columns. Dashed lines indicate virtual potential temperature isotherms and solid

black lines indicate boundaries of horizontal circulation. b(right): Illustration of idealized virtual

potential temperature profiles for two columns, with key virtual potential temperature limits in a

shown.

and213

dq

dt
(z) = uR(z)

∆q(z)

L
(8)214

where ∆θ
L and ∆q

L (z) are approximations for the horizontal gradients of temperature and215

moisture. L is an advective lengthscale between the two columns, defined in detail in the216

following section, and ∆θ and ∆q are the differences in temperature and moisture re-217

spectively between the two columns.218

2.2 Circulation Structure and Recirculation219

The structure of the circulation, the recirculation velocity, and the vertical veloc-220

ities are modeled around a few bounding density values, illustrated in figure 1. From the221

surface to some height zcirc over the warm column, the horizontal flow between the two222

columns is defined by equation (6) and the vertical flow within the column is defined by223

a simple mass conservation with the incoming horizontal flow. From zcirc to the height224

of θcrit, zcrit, there is no flow between columns and the vertical downdraft and updraft225

velocities of the circulation in each column are constant. Over the virtual potential tem-226

perature range of θcrit to θmax1
, the vertical velocity decays at a constant rate to zero.227

Over this same range in the cool column, the recirculation velocity is constant with height.228

Both the recirculation velocity and the downdraft velocity are determined, again, by a229

mass conservation with the velocity in the warm column in the same range.230
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The key bounding values are defined as follows. zcrit is the height at which the den-231

sity of the two columns are equal, above which the warm column is more dense than the232

cool and below which the cool column is more dense than the warm. Above zcrit the den-233

sity gradient implies flow from the warm to cool column, and below it the density gra-234

dient implies flow from the cool to warm column. θmax represents how deeply the up-235

draft portion of the circulation penetrates into and above the boundary layer. We ex-236

pect that this level of penetration would vary based on the conditions of the simulation,237

and it would be computationally expensive to compute directly using an energy balance238

on each time step. As such, we propose the following model for θmax1
:239

θmax1
= θsfc1 + c12σLST (9)240

where σLST is the standard deviation of the land surface temperature and c1 is some em-241

pirical parameter. In the limit of two grid cells or two patches, 2σLST = |∆LST | where242

|∆LST | is the difference in land surface temperature between the two elements. This243

equation implies that as a parcel of air moves from column to column near the surface,244

it gains an energy proportional to the distance it moved along the surface temperature245

gradient and then rises until it has expended that energy pushing against the atmospheric246

virtual potential temperature gradient. The heights zmax1
and zmax2

are the heights of247

θv,max in the warm and cool column respectively. zcirc is then defined as the minimum248

of zcrit and twice zmax,w−zcrit. The maximum boundary of the circulation is defined249

this way, as opposed to simply zcrit, to avoid unrealistically large recirculation veloci-250

ties which can occur if the lower portion of the circulation covers a depth much greater251

than the recirculation. In addition to being unrealistic, these large velocities can trig-252

ger numerical problems in the host single column model.253

3 Methodology254

3.1 Surface Fields and Parameters255

The two atmospheric columns of interest for this problem are assumed to form over256

the regions with the highest and lowest sensible heating within the domain. We define257

these columns, as well as other surface characteristics of the model, from higher resolu-258

tion Land Surface Model (LSM) output. For this particular study, the LSM that we use259

is HydroBlocks LSM, a Noah-MP based field-scale resolving land surface model (Chaney260

et al., 2021). The model includes high resolution soil and land cover maps from the Prob-261

abilistic Remapping of SSURGO (POLARIS) (Chaney et al., 2019) and the National Land262

Cover Dataset as well as NLDAS-2 meteorology (Cosgrove et al., 2003) with NCEP Stage-263

IV radar rainfall (Mitchell, 2004). The 30m resolution LSM is spun up for two years, and264

then the hourly output is modified for consistency so that the domain-wide averages match265

the surface fluxes that are used in the forcing data for LES and single column model runs.266

The forcing data is discussed in greater detail in following sections.267

For application of the surface sensible and latent heat fluxes in the two column model268

we first upscale the field results to 5km spatial resolution. This is done to ensure that269

each grid cell in the domain is of sufficient scale to have atmospheric impact, as previ-270

ous studies suggest (see point (ii) in the introduction) that smaller areas may not be large271

enough to generate significant circulations that penetrate through the full boundary layer.272

The domain is then divided into warm and cool patches based on the surface conditions273

for one timestep during the day (in our case, we use the surface fields at 1pm) using a274

cutoff value, where all grid cells or tiles with sensible heating below this value are assigned275

to the cool patch and all values above it are assigned to the warm patch. This cutoff value276

is chosen to provide the maximum difference between the patch averaged sensible heat-277

ing within the bounds of the 50th and 80th percentile of domain sensible heating. The278

exact values of these bounds are somewhat arbitrary, however they are selected to en-279

force a larger cool patch than warm patch. This produces a few desirable characteris-280

tics in the circulation model, including matching expectations of a smaller portion of the281
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Figure 2. a(top): Illustration of how a background wind adjusts the velocity computed in

equation (5) on an example surface grid. First panel (Left to Right) shows uR0, the second shows

the east-west component of uR0 wiped out by a strong east-west background wind, and the fi-

nal one shows the final value of uR, which is the remaining components from the second panel

redistributed across the entire connecting width. b(bottom): Illustration of the determination

of an advective lengthscale. Left panel shows the surface grid with a yellow line indicating the 9

unit boundary between the cool and warm areas. The right panel shows the same 9 unit bound-

ary, however the shape of the grid, with the same area as the left panel, is changed to produce a

straight boundary. From this regularized grid, an advective lengthscale is determined.
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area covered by updrafts (over the hot patch) than downdrafts (over the cool patch), as282

well as encouraging larger updraft velocities than downdraft velocities (Ansmann et al.,283

2010).284

While this separation allows for updraft and downdraft regions of the domain to285

exist, it does not appropriately include information on the size of the patches in the full286

resolution surface field, which previous studies have shown to be significant. To include287

patch size information in our model, we calculate a lengthscale of heterogeneity, ℓ, from288

the higher resolution field. This lengthscale is a measurement of how far from any given289

point in the field do we need to go before the correlation between the two points decays290

significantly. The method used is described in greater detail in (Torres-Rojas et al., 2022),291

with the decay cutoff in our case as 5% of the variance. This particular cutoff is chosen292

to produce a wide range of values for different surfaces without saturating at either end293

of the range. For a total of 92 surfaces of 5km resolution summer LSM output over our294

study domain, the values for ℓ ranged from 20km to 60km.295

Surface characteristics that also need to be applied in the two column model are296

the geometry of the two patches and their connections; this will determine the advec-297

tive lengthscale and our treatment of the background wind relative to the circulation in298

equation (6). Figure 2 illustrates how we consider this geometry. The circulation veloc-299

ity uR is assumed to apply over the entire interface between each column. Equation (6)300

is evaluated independently for the portion of the boundary along the x direction and those301

along the y direction, and then the final uR used in the model is a weighted average based302

on the portion of the boundary along the x and y directions. The two irregularly shaped303

patches are reshaped to form two rectangles with the boundary length held constant. With304

two rectangular areas, an advective lengthscale is determined as the distance between305

their centroids (figure 2b).306

3.2 Domain Description and Forcings307

As part of this study, we examine output of a two column model, single column model,308

and LES over three days. These simulations and analysis of their output includes many309

commonalities which are discussed here. All analyses are made on a 100 × 100 km2 do-310

main over the SGP site, centered at 36.6◦ N and 97.5◦ W. The domain consists of a few311

small urban areas within cultivated cropland and grasslands. The simulations use the312

VARANAL large-scale forcing datasets provided by the LES ARM Symbiotic Simula-313

tion and Observation Workflow (LASSO) workflow to define initial soundings and the314

large scale atmospheric forcings and tendencies, with the exception of large scale wind315

which is allowed to develop naturally from the initial sounding in LES. A tendency in316

the horizontal wind fields is applied for the single column and two column model sim-317

ulations to nudge the large scale wind fields to match those from LES. All types of sim-318

ulations run from 7:00 to 22:00 Central Daylight Time for three days: June 25th 2016,319

July 17th 2017, and July 9th 2018. These days are selected for initial examination due320

to strong heterogeneity on the surface, shallow convective conditions under which we ex-321

pect significant atmospheric impacts, and clear, consistent circulations present in the LES.322

Figure 3 shows the surface and atmospheric conditions for select times in the LES.323

3.3 Large Eddy Simulation324

The LES runs that we use as our base for both parameter fitting and model com-325

parison use a modified WRF-LES following the methodology and configuration in J. S. Si-326

mon et al. (2021) with a few differences. In these cases, we use a 250m resolution grid327

with a 130km x 130km simulation domain, where the surface boundary conditions from328

HydroBlocks LSM are tapered on the outer 15km of the domain to reduce discontinu-329

ities. This is a one way coupling and there is no feedback from the LES onto the sur-330

face. The vertical resolution is 30m for the first 5km, and then operates on a stretched331
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Figure 3. Surface and atmospheric profiles from LES for each day. Each row is one day, from

top, June 25th, 2016, July 17th, 2017, and July 9th 2018 . a,e,i: 5km upscaled surface sensible

heat flux for each day at 12pm. b,f,j: Velocity sounding at 12pm; east-west velocity as a solid

line and north-south velocity as a dotted lone. c,g,k: Virtual potential temperature profiles at

7am, 12pm and 5pm. d,h,l: Atmospheric water vapor concentration profiles at 7am, 12pm and

5pm.
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grid to 12km. Temporal resolution is half a second. The data used for analysis is only332

from the center 100km x 100km of the domain. The domain is also rotated to align the333

bulk liquid water flux normal to the boundaries. The model is run with periodic bound-334

ary conditions in two cases for each simulation day. The first includes the high resolu-335

tion heterogeneous LSM output, which we refer to as HET, and the second includes a336

homogeneous surface field using the mean value of the HET surface, which we refer to337

as HMG. Further details of the LES configuration can be found in J. S. Simon et al. (2021).338

3.4 Atmospheric Model339

To apply the model described in section 2, we use a standalone simulation setup340

of the Cloud Layers Unified by Binormals (CLUBB) model, a cloud and turbulence pa-341

rameterization scheme currently in use as part of the CESM and E3SM earth system mod-342

els (Ma et al., 2022; Bogenschutz et al., 2012). The standalone version uses a simple sin-343

gle column model shell around CLUBB, and is run with the Morrison microphysics scheme344

(Morrison et al., 2005) as well as a simple radiation scheme. The model runs at a 6 sec-345

ond temporal resolution, and a 60m vertical resolution up to 12km. To successfully com-346

pare the model described in section 2 to a baseline as well as LES runs, we run CLUBB347

in three different configurations. To mimic the homogeneous LES case, and provide a348

baseline for model comparison, we run the standalone CLUBB as a single column with349

surface boundary conditions prescribed by the domain wide means. These are referred350

to as SC, or Single Column, simulations. We then run standalone CLUBB simultane-351

ously over two independent columns, with surface boundary conditions prescribed by the352

warm and cool patch mean values determined following the methodology in section 3.1.353

These are referred to as IC, or Independent Columns, simulations. Finally, we run stan-354

dalone CLUBB simultaneously over two independent columns, as in the IC case, but with355

the circulation model described implemented. We refer to this as the TCM, or two-column356

model, case.357

For the TCM case, only heat and moisture are advected between the two columns358

whereas within the columns a mean vertical velocity is prescribed to match the updraft359

and downdraft velocities from the circulation model. The heat and moisture advection360

is added as a source term at each level in the model. The circulation terms are calcu-361

lated every 5 minutes during the day, and only begins when there is a minimum of 300362

W m−2 incoming shortwave radiation. To promote model stability, change in uR from363

one timestep to the next is limited to a maximum of 0.5 m s−1. In addition, before the364

profile of computed uR values according to equation (6) are applied to the standalone365

columns, a beta function is used to smooth the profile. This is done to prevent sharp ver-366

tical gradients in the resulting source terms at the edges of the circulation and recircu-367

lation.368

3.5 Parameter Fitting369

For these initial experiments, we conduct a relatively simple parameter fitting to370

the LES data. The value of c1, held as the same for all three study days, is selected vi-371

sually based on the full set of 92 LES simulation days, and cur is fitted individually for372

each day with LES data. To fit either of these parameters, we must have an approxima-373

tion for the one-dimensional velocity of the circulation from the LES. We are largely look-374

ing to examine large (km) scale phenomenon, so a Gaussian filter is applied to the ve-375

locity fields before examining them to reduce the impact of small scale events. For a first376

order approximation, we take the following for each layer:377

max (|u90i | , |u10i |) = uR0∗ (10)378

where i = 1, 2, and u90i is the 90th percentile of the smoothed horizontal velocity in379

the i direction, u10i is the 10th percentile, and uR0∗ is the approximate value of uR0 com-380

puted from the LES. We take each percentile as we assume that the circulation will cause381
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Figure 4. Vertical LES profile at 5pm of a ”cool” and ”warm” patch defined based on the

25th and 75th percentiles respectively of virtual potential temperature at 150m for each day:

2016-06-25 (a), 2017-07-17 (b), and 2018-07-09 (c). The horizontal field of virtual potential

temperature is shown to the right of these profiles for four altitudes: 170m, 1200m, 2200m and

3200m. The arrows represent the horizontal velocity deviations u′. The contour lines show the

bounding areas of the ”cool” and ”warm” patches whose profiles are plotted directly to the left.

two opposing velocities converging on the hot region, which is a reasonable assumption382

given the periodic boundary conditions in the LES. We also assume that, by taking the383

larger magnitude of these two percentiles, we are capturing the mean enhanced wind (i.e.384

ur+
∣∣uw∥

∣∣) which allows us to rearrange equation (6) to get equation (10). If u90i and385

u10i have the same sign, then it is assumed no circulation is occurring in that direction.386

While the heterogeneity may well be inducing circulations, they are carried too quickly387

by background winds to be represented well by our model.388

In addition to requiring circulation velocities, we also need to identify two ”columns”389

within the LES to generate adequate comparisons. While we identify these based on the390

surface for the two-column model, in the LES we found that the representative columns391

are better defined from the near surface atmospheric virtual potential temperature. We392

therefore divide the domain into two columns, constant in height, based on the method393

described in section 3.1 using the 150m virtual potential temperature layer instead of394

the sensible heat flux to divide them.395

The fit exercise is conducted for a total of 92 simulation days, of which 43 had a396

detectable circulation fitting the criteria described. Three of those simulation days had397

coherent front-like systems which crossed the domain, making the results unreliable for398

fitting with (10) and were therefore excluded, bringing the total number of LES simu-399

lation days used for our fitting exercise to 40.400
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Figure 5. a,b,c: Profile of normalized circulation velocity through time, with velocity com-

puted as in equation (10) for each day: 2016-06-25 (a), 2017-07-17 (b), and 2018-07-09 (c). No

points were excluded based on differences in sign from u90i and u10i . Lines plotted are zmax1

(dashed), zmax2 (solid), and zcrit (dotted) showing the bounds of the recirculation defined in

section 2.2. d: Comparison between the modeled circulation velocity with c1 = 1.35 and the LES

computed circulation velocity during the day (10:00-19:00) for the first 500m in the atmosphere

over 40 LES simulation days.

4 Results401

4.1 Characteristics of Modeled Circulation402

First, we must ensure that the general model, described in previous sections, is con-403

sistent with what we see in the large eddy simulations. We are consistently able to see404

the behavior illustrated in figure 1 for the θv profiles across nearly all LES days, with405

an intersection point at some altitude where the density gradient flips. Figure 4 shows406

vertical profiles for identified ”cool” and ”warm” areas based on the 25th and 75th per-407

centile of virtual potential temperature at 150m, as well as wind velocities u′. When ex-408

amining the lowest shown surface for each level on the three days, there is a clear con-409

vergence over the warm areas and divergence from the cool areas. In the upper portion410

of the atmosphere, where the density gradient reverses and the ”cool” patch becomes warmer411

than the ”warm” patch, there is instead a noticeable divergence from the 150m-based412

”warm” patch. This lends significant credence to the validity of the basic structure we413

propose for TCM.414

These two columns also appear to be consistent with the boundaries that were de-415

fined in section 2.2. Using those definitions with the LES defined columns, we see fairly416

successful bounding of the region of highest circulation velocity in the LES profile as is417

clear from figure 5abc. For the upper boundaries of the recirculation, there is a good agree-418
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Figure 6. Circulation velocity profile through time for TCM (top) and LES (bottom) for each

day 2016-06-25 (a), 2017-07-17 (b), and 2018-07-09 (c).

ment for all three days with a small underprediction for some times on 2017-07-17 and419

2018-07-09 and a small overprediction on 2016-06-25. The identification of zcrit as the420

lower bounds of the recirculation, however, does not perform as well with a consistent421

overprediction of the value ranging from 100m to nearly 800m depending on the day and422

time. When we examine the proposed velocity model (6) we also see a reasonable fit as423

seen in figure 5d. When the model predicted velocity from the temperature fields is com-424

pared to the true LES field, we get a R2 value of 0.56 and a fitted c1 value of 1.35.425

When the circulation model is fully implemented in the two column model, we see426

a stable circulation develop as is clear in the top row of figure 6. The circulations largely427

lie between 2 and 3km in the atmosphere during the afternoon, with horizontal veloc-428

ities in a reasonable range from 0 to 3.5 m s−1 and vertical velocities of up to 0.25m s−1.429

Circulations initiate around 10:30 am for all three days. While the 2016 and 2017 days430

maintain a circulation throughout the day, the 2018 circulation thins in the afternoon431

until it disappears shortly after 3pm when the computed value of θmax is at or below θcrit,432

preventing continued simulation. A slowdown event can also be observed on 2016-06-25433

in the early evening; this occurs because the circulation preceding the slowdown was strong434

enough to bring the temperature of the cool and warm atmospheric columns to near equi-435

librium, significantly lowering the value of δ |θ′v| and uR accordingly.436

When compared with the LES days, we see some broad similarities in velocity pro-437

files, but with significant differences. Direct comparison of the altitude in the profile is438

somewhat complicated by the three dimensional nature of the LES, where the altitude439

of the circulation could vary significantly in space compared to the one-dimensional TCM.440

Nonetheless, LES profiles are similarly located primarily between 2 and 3km in altitude,441

although with a more significant decay in altitude during the later portion of the day442

than TCM. The LES and TCM circulations have relatively similar thicknesses, although443

the same cannot be said of the recirculation which is thicker on 2016-06-25, thinner on444

2017-07-17, and much thinner on 2018-07-09. Velocities are mostly larger in the LES than445

in TCM, although the recirculation velocity on 2017-07-17 is practically the same be-446

tween 12:00 and 5:00pm. The circulation is also very similar between 12:00 and 3:00pm447
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Figure 7. Profiles at 5pm of temperature (top) and moisture (bottom) for the first 5km of

all three CLUBB based cases SC, IC, and TCM; dotted, dashed and solid lines respectively.

Columns are days 2016-06-25 (a), 2017-07-17 (b), and 2018-07-09 (c).

for 2018-08-09. For 2016-06-25, the circulation velocity is off by almost 1ms−1 and the448

recirculation is off more significantly.449

4.2 Atmospheric Impacts of the Circulation450

Heterogeneity-driven circulations have significant impacts on the atmosphere in both451

the LES and TCM. The impacts are visible in the profiles of heat and moisture and in452

the clouds that are produced in the model. While differences exist between LES and TCM,453

they both exhibit qualitatively similar behaviors with regards to their impact on the at-454

mosphere.455

The profiles of temperature and moisture provide the first clue to the atmospheric456

impacts of the circulations. Under the IC case, there are only small differences when com-457

pared to SC; mostly just a very small reduction in the depth of the boundary layer on458

both 2016-06-25 and 2017-07-17, which is also visible in the profiles for moisture. When459

the circulation is added, the TCM case shows consistent heating near the top of the bound-460

ary layer and a cooling above it in figure 7. A similar, albeit less dramatic, change is ob-461

served in the LES profiles in figure 8. The LES profiles of temperature bear a very strong462

similarity to the TCM profiles for all three days (except with a smoother curve as would463

be expected from the 100km domain spatial averaging).464
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Figure 8. Profiles at 5pm of temperature (top) and moisture (bottom) for the first 5km of

both of the LES based cases HMG and HET; dotted and solid lines respectively. Columns are

days 2016-06-25 (a), 2017-07-17 (b), and 2018-07-09 (c).
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Figure 9. The liquid water path (LWP) output from the CLUBB based cases, with rows as

days 2016-06-25 (a), 2017-07-17 (b), and 2018-07-09 (c). LWP through time is shown for each of

the three cases (left of each row). Difference in LWP between the IC case and SC case as well as

difference between the warm and cool columns of the IC case and the SC case (upper left of each

row). Difference in LWP between the TCM case and SC case as well as difference between the

warm and cool columns of the TCM case and the SC case are also shown.

Some consistent patterns of change occur in the mean moisture profile as well. When465

heterogeneity is added without a modeled circulation in the IC case, there are very few466

changes from SC. When the modeled circulation is added, there is a slight overall wet-467

ting near the surface on 2017-07-17 and 2018-07-09, a drying around the top of the bound-468

ary layer that coincides with the location of the circulation and then a wetting of the at-469

mosphere above. On 2016-06-25 there is no near surface wetting and instead a near sur-470

face drying; in addition, the changes higher in the atmosphere are less pronounced. The471

LES sees largely the same trends, but smoothed as its averaged over the whole domain,472

and a lower magnitude in differences. While we don’t see the drying of the boundary layer473

on 2016-06-25 in the LES, it does have the least significant wetting of the three days ex-474

amined.475

All of these changes in the scalar profiles are closely related to the changes that we476

see in cloud development as a result of the TCM. The liquid water path (LWP) is a proxy477

for cloud development, and is defined as:478

Σρaql∆z (11)479
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Figure 10. Comparison of cloud structure through time for the SC, TCM, HMG, and HET

simulations for each day (columns) 2016-06-25 (a), 2017-07-17 (b), and 2018-07-09 (c). Cloud

liquid water concentration shown for the CLUBB based simulations, SC (top) and TCM (second

from top) followed by the two LES based cases, HMG (third from top) and HET (fourth from

top). Finally, LWP through time is shown for these four cases (bottom).

where ρa is the moist air density, ql is the liquid water mixing ratio, and z is the ver-480

tical. LWP increases under the TCM case. The IC case produces some small changes481

on each day, but largely fails to create significant differences. The circulation, however,482

yields increases in LWP especially later in the day as seen in figure 9. The LWP increases483

collapse when the circulation does, as is clear on 2018-07-09. In TCM we also see the484

concentration of cloud development over the warm column rather than the cool in right485

side of figure 9. This pattern is not clearly visible in the IC case without a circulation,486

but is regularly observed in LES studies. The LWP in the cool columns of the TCM case487

is also depressed, mimicking another finding in the literature. Two of the days show sig-488

nificant spikes in LWP and are not as smooth on the TCM as the SC and IC days. This489

may be caused by some small numerical issues in CLUBB when the hole filling scheme,490

which corrects for situations where the CLUBB solver predicts negative concentrations,491

is forced to activate that we were unable to completely resolve. Varying the spatial and492

temporal resolutions of the model did change the frequency of hole scheme activation,493

however yielded little changes in the overall pattern of cloud and LWP development.494
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The vertical profiles of cloud liquid water in figure 10 show the changes in verti-495

cal structure that are caused by including heterogeneity driven circulations in both LES496

(moving from HMG to HET) and the CLUBB-based setup (from SC to TCM). In both497

the HET and TCM cases, we see an increase in the depth of the cloud, although this is498

more pronounced in the TCM case. It is notable, however, that the cloud starts signif-499

icantly thinner in all three of the SC cases compared to the HMG cases. The cloud LWP500

changes are quite similar between HET and TCM for 2017-07-17 and 2018-07-09 in both501

timing and magnitude, whereas on 2016-06-25 we see a huge LWP increase in the TCM502

case but only a small LWP increase in the HET case. The higher depth of the circula-503

tion for that day in TCM when compared to HET may explain these differences.504

5 Discussion505

5.1 Comparisons with LES and their Limitations506

From a broad perspective, the two-column model is able to produce circulations507

with key characteristics identified in the literature from LES studies, including flow ve-508

locity that scales with surface heterogeneity, sensitivity to background wind conditions,509

enhancement of cloud formation that is concentrated over the warmer regions, and rea-510

sonable horizontal breeze velocities. Closer examination of this model in an LES frame-511

work, as well as comparing these LES results quantitatively to TCM, poses some lim-512

itations that must be discussed. First, it should be noted that the results from the SC513

case and the HMG case, while close, do not match. While steps were taken to bring the514

SC case closer to the HMG case, we were ultimately unable to achieve perfect agreement515

in this simplest case, which also means that the addition of heterogeneity to both mod-516

els is not as directly comparable. While profiles analogous to the two columns can be517

identified within LES, these ’columns’ are not independent. Non-circulatory advection,518

turbulent diffusion, etc. are constantly occurring between the columns, providing a ma-519

jor source of disagreement between the TCM and HET cases, even when assuming a per-520

fect representation of the advection caused by heterogeneity driven circulations. The im-521

pact of non-circulatory advection is most important when examining the periodic bound-522

ary conditions, which allow for the enhancement or suppression of surface heterogeneities523

in the atmosphere when compared to TCM. A particularly potent example of this is the524

2016-06-25 day. On this day, a strong background wind to the north causes the patterns525

of heterogneity at the surface (figure 3a) to shear and blend into alternative patterns in526

the lower atmosphere (figure 4). The periodic boundary conditions allow for warm air527

to be continuously pushed over the warm patch, and the cool air over the cool patch, ramp-528

ing up and increasing the differences in temperature beyond what is likely in the envi-529

ronment. This ”ramping up” would not be captured in TCM with the external forcing530

used and the lack of advection, causing a significant difference in the atmospheric tem-531

perature gradients experienced in each model. This difference could explain some of the532

large differences in velocity apparent between TCM and HET for this particular day. One533

final major discrepancy is the variability of the surface patch geometry through time.534

In LES, the organization of the heterogeneity is allowed to change through time, how-535

ever in TCM the patch geometry is set for the entire day. On days with high spatiotem-536

poral persistence this is not an issue, however on days where the patch location changes537

throughout the day, LES has the advantage to better model circulations.538

While there is significant agreement between the model, the literature, and the data,539

there are some notable differences. On 2018-07-09, we see that the TCM circulation has540

a much smaller thickness, and decays quickly when compared to the LES in figure 6. There541

is a similar smaller thickness on 2017-07-17 and when we examine the model predicted542

boundaries in figure 5. For all three days, the lower recirculation boundary, zcrit is higher543

than the lower bound we would define based on the velocity profiles. (Rochetin et al.,544

2017) finds in their study that “Through the day, the breeze intensity and direction is545

successively dominated by (i) the low-level large-scale wind, (ii) the horizontal temper-546
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ature gradients and (iii) the overturning mesoscale circulation itself”. The first two points547

are adequately considered in the proposed model, however the self-sustaining ability of548

the circulation is not considered which may explain some of these described problems.549

If properly considered, the flow would likely maintain later on 2018-07-09 and the depth550

of the recirculation may extend slightly below zcrit as the flow is allowed to influence ad-551

jacent areas just outside the flow regime. This could also explain the fact that the ve-552

locity appears to peak between 15:00 and 17:00 whereas in the LES it peaks at or after553

18:00.554

5.2 Parameter Tuning555

While the original parameter tuning shows success, additional tuning could likely556

improve performance further. The velocity is overall lower in TCM than LES. One likely557

explanation is already discussed as the increased velocity due to the self-reinforcing tem-558

perature fields as a result of the periodic boundary conditions, although this doesn’t ex-559

plain days where this doesn’t apply. Another possible explanation is the model overes-560

timating the reduction in circulation velocity caused by the mean wind. While the model561

uses a 1:1 reduction as suggested in Lee et al. (2019), sea breeze literature proposes a562

much smaller reduction (Miller et al., 2003). The change to using the lower background563

wind reduction is on the order of the differences we see between HET and TCM, how-564

ever to adequately assess the magnitude of reduction caused by background wind for land565

surface driven circulations, an additional LES study would need to be conducted. Other566

tuning may be helpful to solve discrepancies such as the high LWP on 2016-06-25. The567

high LWP is caused by a deeper penetration into the boundary layer than in the LES.568

The tuning exercise for c1 in equation (9) was limited and a more in depth quantitative569

examination of this parameter may yield improvements on days such as 2016-06-25.570

5.3 Pathways for Implementation in ESMs571

The two-column structure has potential for application in ESMs. Additional com-572

putational costs of adding an additional single column model within the ESM grid cell573

are significant, but the additional costs from the circulation model itself should be rather574

small if correctly optimized. It is notable that the model code as applied for this study575

is admittedly sub-optimal, using a python script to interface with the CLUBB FORTRAN576

code and requires excessive I/O operations that would be unnecessary in optimized code.577

While in this particular study a regular grid is used for the surface, the methodology lends578

itself to using aggregation of tiles from tiling schemes to determine surface columns rather579

than aggregation of grid cells. The identification of those surface columns, however, is580

not as clear in the coupled modeling context where surface heterogeneity will not be known581

a priori. In our study area of the Southern Great Plains, the heterogeneity is largely driven582

by rainfall patterns the previous day. An assumption of some environmental character-583

istics driving the pattern of heterogeneity, such as rainfall patterns, or an assumption584

of high spatiotemporal persistence (i.e. that the previous afternoons’ patterns of hetero-585

geneity will persist into the next day) would be necessary for proper aggregation of the586

surface tiles. We note that some LSMs may face additional development needs if no rep-587

resentation of subgrid-scale precipitation exists currently, and/or if there is no spatial588

representation of surface heterogeneity (i.e., surface tiles are allocated statistically).589

Although one pathway towards implementation within ESMs is to directly simu-590

late two atmospheric columns and link them via a circulation as described here, there591

is also an opportunity to take advantage of existing atmospheric model development. Multi-592

plume eddy-diffusivity mass-flux (EDMF) parameterizations simulate convective updrafts593

that transport heat and moisture vertically and are being implemented within schemes594

including CLUBB (Witte et al., 2022). As ongoing development works to include explicit595

downdrafts in EDMF schemes, it is conceivable that some number of updrafts/downdrafts596

could be used to represent heterogeneity-induced circulations with the type of model pro-597
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posed here. One advantage of any scheme to capture heterogeneity driven circulations598

is that it is only expected to be significant when certain criteria can be met (high spa-599

tiotemporal persistence, significant heterogeneities, and low background wind). This means600

the scheme only needs to be activated when applicable, saving computational cost.601

6 Summary and Conclusion602

Our work shows that a simple two-column model of surface heterogeneity driven603

large-scale ( 10km) circulations can qualitatively reproduce the patterns that we see in604

both our own LES simulations and the larger body of literature. We see agreement both605

with the model structure within the LES data, as well as agreement when the model struc-606

ture is applied to two otherwise independent single column CLUBB simulations. Cloud607

production is both increased and concentrated over the warmer surface patch when the608

circulations are considered, and for two of the three days these changes bear a strong sim-609

ilarity to LWP changes seen in the LES. Circulation strength is closely related to sur-610

face patterns, atmospheric profiles of temperature and moisture, and the direction and611

magnitude of the background wind as expected from the literature. There are some key612

differences in the details that suggest that more tuning, testing, and accounting for the613

self-sustaining ability of the circulations may resolve the discrepancies between HET and614

TCM. There is potential for the model structure described here to be implemented in615

coarse grid models where global, atmospheric impacts of subgrid land surface heterogene-616

ity could be more readily explored. The similarities that land surface heterogeneity cir-617

culations have with other thermally driven circulations imply that the model may also618

be applicable to subgrid-scale parameterization of sea and lake breezes. This work re-619

sembles a promising step towards accounting for the increased cloud production and at-620

mospheric impacts caused by subgrid heterogeneity driven circulations in ESMs.621

7 Open Research622

Software used to run the two column model in SC, IC and TCM cases is available623

from Zenodo (Waterman, 2023). The base WRF-LES code, initial sounding profiles and624

large-scale forcing files are available from (Gustafson et al., 2020). Additional modifi-625

cations to the WRF-LES code to specify the varying surfaces are available from (J. Si-626

mon & Chaney, 2021).627
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Key Points:9

• A parameterized circulation between two otherwise independent columns is de-10

scribed and evaluated for three simulation days11

• Large-eddy simulations (LES) show substantial agreement with the overall circu-12

lation model structure proposed13

• When implemented, the parameterized circulation yields similar changes in the14

atmospheric profiles and cloud production to LES15
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Abstract16

Earth system models currently struggle to account for the complex effects that land sur-17

face heterogeneity can have on land-atmosphere interactions. Subgrid land surface het-18

erogeneity is currently not well accounted for in land-atmosphere interactions in earth19

system models. There have been attempts to include the impact of this heterogeneity20

on the atmosphere, but they ignore the development of coherent secondary circulations21

that can be driven by spatial differential surface heating. A wealth of literature, partic-22

ularly large-eddy simulation (LES) based studies, shows that these circulations have sig-23

nificant impacts on the development and organization of clouds. In this work, we describe24

a two-column model with a parameterized circulation driven by atmospheric virtual po-25

tential temperature profiles, differences in near surface temperature between the two columns,26

patterns of surface heterogeneity, and the mean background wind. Key aspects of the27

proposed model structure are compared with LES output, and the model is then imple-28

mented between two otherwise independent single column models. While some avenues29

for improvement exist, when the circulations are parameterized, we see increased cloud30

development and realistic changes to the mean profiles of temperature and moisture. The31

proposed model qualitatively matches expectations from the literature and LES, and points32

to the potential success of its future implementation in coarse grid models.33

Plain Language Summary34

This work addresses the challenge of incorporating land surface heterogeneity into35

earth system models to better understand land-atmosphere interactions. Current mod-36

els struggle to account for the complex effects of subgrid land surface heterogeneity on37

these interactions, especially when a warmer region near a cooler region can cause a cir-38

culation to occur. The study proposes a two-column model that includes a parameter-39

ized circulation driven by vertical temperature profiles, surface temperature differences,40

surface heterogeneity patterns, and the background wind. The model is compared to high41

resolution large-eddy simulation (LES) output for three days in the Southern Great Plains.42

The results show that the model qualitatively reproduces patterns observed in LES and43

the existing literature, primarily that cloud production increases and concentrates over44

warmer surface areas. The model’s success suggests its potential implementation in coarse45

grid models to explore regional and global atmospheric impacts of subgrid land surface46

heterogeneity. Additionally, the similarities between land surface heterogeneity circula-47

tions and other thermally driven circulations indicate potential applicability in subgrid-48

scale parameterization of sea and lake breezes. While limitations and opportunities for49

improvement exist, overall this work represents a promising step toward understanding50

the impacts of subgrid heterogeneity on cloud production and atmospheric processes in51

earth system models.52

1 Introduction53

Adequately understanding and modeling the coupling and feedbacks that occur be-54

tween the land surface and the atmosphere has been a critical endeavor in the earth sci-55

ences for decades. When relying on coarse scale Earth system models (ESMs) to assess56

our global resilience to a changing climate, this issue becomes even more pronounced as57

fewer processes can be resolved and more must be parameterized. Local land-atmosphere58

influences on convection and cloud development are complex and challenging to param-59

eterize (Santanello et al., 2018). Effectively including land-atmosphere interactions, how-60

ever, is important as clouds remain one of the largest sources of uncertainties in predict-61

ing the extent and impact of climate change (Vial et al., 2013). A significant driver of62

these uncertainties over land is land surface heterogeneity, which is often poorly repre-63

sented in coarse ESMs. Local-scale (kilometer-scale) spatial variations in surface prop-64

erties inevitably affect state variables, such as soil moisture and temperature, and sur-65
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face fluxes of heat and moisture (Chaney et al., 2015), increasing their complexity and66

influencing the behavior of the larger scale water and energy cycles. When the variabil-67

ity and length scales of heterogeneity are significant, the resulting differential in surface68

heating and fluxes can cause secondary mesoscale circulations to occur, with potential69

ramifications for the boundary layer and cloud dynamics. Without modeling the impacts70

that these subgrid circulations have on the broader atmosphere, an often significant por-71

tion of the land-atmosphere coupling is ignored.72

There is an extensive history of modeling studies with large-eddy simulation (LES)73

that show that surface heterogeneity induced secondary circulations at length scales sig-74

nificantly smaller than that of an ESM grid have important impacts on the atmosphere75

and cloud dynamics through secondary circulations (Stoll et al., 2020). These circula-76

tions are caused by pressure differences induced by temperature gradients near the sur-77

face, in many ways similar to the extensively studied sea breezes (Miller et al., 2003);78

flow converges over high temperature (and lower density) regions initiating a vertical trans-79

port which enhances an inverse temperature gradient in the upper region of the circu-80

lation, from which the flow diverges and then descends, completing a coherent circula-81

tion (Rochetin et al., 2017). Studies over both idealized surfaces (Hadfield et al., 1991;82

Avissar & Liu, 1996; Lee et al., 2019; Han et al., 2019) and those with realistic surface83

heterogeneity (Weaver, 2004; Garcia-Carreras et al., 2011; J. S. Simon et al., 2021) show84

that these circulations yield significant increases in cloud production as a result of the85

transport of moisture from near the surface to the top of the boundary layer. Under fa-86

vorable conditions, they can also initiate deep convection or change the timing and spa-87

tial patterns of convective initiation (Kang & Ryu, 2016).88

While there are many LES studies examining this phenomenon, the ability to rep-89

resent it in the context of an ESM is limited. Atmospheric parameterizations capable90

of encoding a degree of atmospheric sub-grid variability, including the Cloud Layers Uni-91

fied by Binormals (CLUBB) (Golaz et al., 2002) and Eddy Diffusivity Mass Flux (EDMF)92

(Sušelj et al., 2013), are increasingly being used in ESMs. Significant subgrid land sur-93

face heterogeneity is also already captured in land surface models (LSMs) through the94

use of tiling schemes which generate varying characteristics for multiple representative95

subgrid tiles (Bonan et al., 2002; Ducharne et al., 2000; Chaney et al., 2018). In ESMs,96

however, the tile surface fluxes and surface boundary conditions are averaged out when97

coupled to the atmosphere and higher order statistics (e.g. variances) are lost in the cou-98

pling, limiting any effective parameterization of sub-grid heterogeneity driven circula-99

tions. State of the art models have recently begun to account for inter-tile variations in100

the form of more accurate temperature and moisture variances (Huang et al., 2022), al-101

though the impacts on the atmosphere are not as significant as would be expected based102

on LES studies.103

Some studies, mostly over the ocean rather than the land, have examined thermally104

driven circulations in the context of more simplistic models. A number of two-column105

models have been applied in this ocean context. (Nilsson & Emanuel, 1999; Raymond106

& Zeng, 2000; Naumann et al., 2017; Nuijens & Emanuel, 2018). These models also of-107

ten rely on solving a more complex system of equations, increasing computation require-108

ments and preventing ready implementation in the ESM sub-grid. A simpler two-column109

parameterization driven by sea surface temperature differences has been tested in this110

ocean context that performs fairly well (Naumann et al., 2019), but such a model has111

yet to be applied over the land. Despite the different setting and some challenges, these112

models show significantly different behavior than the coarse grid parameterizations in113

the ocean context (Nuijens & Emanuel, 2018) and indicate the potential of the two-column114

setup.115

Any computationally efficient subgrid parameterization scheme will need to reflect116

the expected characteristics of heterogeneity-driven circulations and their impacts on the117

atmosphere found in the literature. Key characteristics include: (i) The flow velocity and118
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cloud impact of circulations are positively correlated with both the length-scale (or struc-119

ture) of the surface heterogeneity and the variance of the surface heating (Kang & Ryu,120

2016; Kang & Bryan, 2011; Lee et al., 2019; Avissar & Schmidt, 1998; Han et al., 2019;121

van Heerwaarden et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2023; Margairaz et al., 2020), a phenomenon122

also seen in sea-breeze and lake-breeze literature (Crosman & Horel, 2010). (ii) There123

is some minimum length scale of heterogeneity necessary to see large scale impact. This124

exact scale is unclear, but is complex and on the order of the boundary layer height (Lee125

et al., 2019; van Heerwaarden et al., 2014; Margairaz et al., 2020). (iii) A background126

wind can reduce or completely wipe out a circulation, especially when oriented paral-127

lel to the temperature gradient, due to shear tearing the circulation apart or the wind128

preventing the air from forming a significant gradient. (Rochetin et al., 2017; Maronga129

& Raasch, 2013; Eder et al., 2015; Weaver, 2004; Avissar & Schmidt, 1998; Raasch &130

Harbusch, 2001). There is uncertainty around the magnitude of the velocity reduction131

from a zero background wind case. A 1:1 reduction has been suggested (Lee et al., 2019),132

however in the context of sea breezes a less significant reduction has been identified (Miller133

et al., 2003). (iv) Enhanced convection and cloud formation occurs primarily over the134

warmer regions, and convection is suppressed over the cooler regions (Taylor et al., 2012;135

J. S. Simon et al., 2021; Garcia-Carreras et al., 2011). This also results in the bound-136

ary layer height and vertical extent of the circulation being larger over the warm region137

than the cool region (Lee et al., 2019; Rochetin et al., 2017). (v) Horizontal circulation138

or breeze velocities up to 4 or 5m s−1 (Lee et al., 2019; Rochetin et al., 2017; Han et al.,139

2019) and vertical velocities of less than 1m s−1 (Garcia-Carreras et al., 2011; Maronga140

& Raasch, 2013). This will vary depending on a variety of conditions such as those de-141

scribed above, but provides a range of reasonable values.142

Parameterizing heterogeneity induced secondary circulations in a computationally143

efficient manner that maintains the expected impacts and characteristics reported in the144

literature can offer critical improvements in the modeling of convective cloud develop-145

ment in coarse grid models. The focus of model development is to define it in such a way146

that it can be tuned to high resolution LES results, matching our expectations from the147

literature, functioning under the constraints of existing ESMs, and minimizing compu-148

tational expense. Such a model may yield significant improvements in our coupling of149

the land and atmosphere at the coarse, ESM scale and aid in our understanding of these150

hard to observe phenomena. To achieve these results, we propose a simple two-column151

circulation model, where two independent atmospheric columns are coupled by a param-152

eterized circulation driven by surface heating heterogeneity, and vertical temperature and153

density profiles.154

2 Model Description155

The approach to parameterizing circulations, described as follows, relies on the as-156

sumption that circulations are controlled by density differences between two otherwise157

largely independent atmospheric columns and the vertical profiles of density within these158

columns. One of these columns is forced with a warm (high sensible heat flux) surface159

while another is forced with a cool (low sensible heat flux) surface. The following sec-160

tion discusses the conceptual core of this model.161

2.1 Circulation Velocity162

To model the density induced flow between two atmospheric columns, we consider163

the advection-diffusion equation to model the transport of a species λ:164

δtλ+∇ · (Vλ) = ∇∇ :(Dλ), (1)165

with advection velocity V and diffusion tensor D. We assume that this transport is pri-166

marily driven by advection, ∇ · (Vλ) >> ∇∇ :(Dλ), and neglect the diffusion term.167
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We will model the advection velocity as168

V(z) = ub(z) + uR(z), (2)169

where ub(z) is the background wind velocity in the absence of the circulation and uR(z)170

is the velocity associated with the circulation. Since this model is setup for application171

in the context of either a single column model or sub-grid, ∇·(ubλ) is assumed to be172

either 0 or handled primarily by the host model, which leaves the change in a species λ173

induced by the circulation as174

δtλ = ∇ · (uRλ) (3)175

It is necessary to determine an appropriate model for this velocity. We assume that176

this velocity must depend largely on the variables associated with vertical convection that177

generate the circulations, namely temperature and gravity. In terms of the temperature178

dependence, vertical convection alone would not generate the circulations under consid-179

eration; spatial variation in the surface heating and the associated horizontal air tem-180

perature variations are necessary. Therefore, a relevant temperature scale could be the181

magnitude of the horizontal temperature variation of the air. As discussed previously,182

results in the literature also show a relationship between the size of the hot and cold patches183

and the magnitude of circulations, so we should expect a dependency on some length scale184

of heterogeneity ℓ discussed in the previous section. If we assume the flow direction to185

be from the low sensible heat region to the high sensible heat region, then with dimen-186

sional analysis we yield the following for uR, the magnitude of the vector uR,187

uR(z) ∼ g1/2ℓ1/2
(
δ |θ′v|
θ0

)
(4)188

where
δ|θ′

v(z)|
θ0

is the normalized difference in virtual potential temperature, and g is grav-189

ity. θ0 is a normalization factor which we set to 300K to match a similar factor found190

in our single column model. This satisfies the expectation that the circulations will van-191

ish if surface temperature is uniform (δ |θ′v(z)| = 0) or if the size of the surface patches192

is sufficiently small (ℓ → 0) and has a functional form quite similar to a circulation speed193

model found in the context of analogous sea-breeze circulation literature (Miller et al.,194

2003).195

One expectation in the literature, however, that is not satisfied is the observed phe-196

nomenon of background winds parallel to the circulation velocity reducing or outright197

eliminating the circulation. We take the simple proposal from Lee et al. (2019) to ap-198

ply the background wind as a straight, 1:1 reduction to the original modified velocity.199

Adding an empirical parameter cur, we arrive at the following,200

uR0 = curg
1/2ℓ1/2

(
δ |θ′v|
θ0

)
(5)201

202

uR =

{
uR0 −

∣∣ub∥
∣∣ uR0 >

∣∣ub∥
∣∣

0 uR0 ≤
∣∣ub∥

∣∣ (6)203

where
∣∣ub∥

∣∣ is the absolute value of the component of the background wind parallel to204

the circulation velocity. uR is presumed to act normal to the boundary between the hot205

and cold patches in the model. Notably, we only apply this equation to the circulation206

velocity for the lower portion of the circulation and not for the upper portion, or recir-207

culation. This allows us to define the recirculation in a way that preserves the overall208

mass of the system. This circulation velocity is then used to advect heat and moisture,209

causing changes at each level of the circulation. Taking the primary component of in-210

terest from equation (2) and making approximations for the gradients, we get211

dθ

dt
(z) = uR(z)

∆θ(z)

L
(7)212
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Figure 1. a(left): Conceptual diagram of the parameterized circulation between two columns

with key virtual potential temperature limits listed. θvmax: maximum virtual potential tempera-

ture of circulation. θvcrit: minimum virtual potential temperature of the recirculation; occurs at

the same height in both columns. θv(w/c)sfc: virtual potential temperature at the surface of the

warm and cool columns. Dashed lines indicate virtual potential temperature isotherms and solid

black lines indicate boundaries of horizontal circulation. b(right): Illustration of idealized virtual

potential temperature profiles for two columns, with key virtual potential temperature limits in a

shown.

and213

dq

dt
(z) = uR(z)

∆q(z)

L
(8)214

where ∆θ
L and ∆q

L (z) are approximations for the horizontal gradients of temperature and215

moisture. L is an advective lengthscale between the two columns, defined in detail in the216

following section, and ∆θ and ∆q are the differences in temperature and moisture re-217

spectively between the two columns.218

2.2 Circulation Structure and Recirculation219

The structure of the circulation, the recirculation velocity, and the vertical veloc-220

ities are modeled around a few bounding density values, illustrated in figure 1. From the221

surface to some height zcirc over the warm column, the horizontal flow between the two222

columns is defined by equation (6) and the vertical flow within the column is defined by223

a simple mass conservation with the incoming horizontal flow. From zcirc to the height224

of θcrit, zcrit, there is no flow between columns and the vertical downdraft and updraft225

velocities of the circulation in each column are constant. Over the virtual potential tem-226

perature range of θcrit to θmax1
, the vertical velocity decays at a constant rate to zero.227

Over this same range in the cool column, the recirculation velocity is constant with height.228

Both the recirculation velocity and the downdraft velocity are determined, again, by a229

mass conservation with the velocity in the warm column in the same range.230
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The key bounding values are defined as follows. zcrit is the height at which the den-231

sity of the two columns are equal, above which the warm column is more dense than the232

cool and below which the cool column is more dense than the warm. Above zcrit the den-233

sity gradient implies flow from the warm to cool column, and below it the density gra-234

dient implies flow from the cool to warm column. θmax represents how deeply the up-235

draft portion of the circulation penetrates into and above the boundary layer. We ex-236

pect that this level of penetration would vary based on the conditions of the simulation,237

and it would be computationally expensive to compute directly using an energy balance238

on each time step. As such, we propose the following model for θmax1
:239

θmax1
= θsfc1 + c12σLST (9)240

where σLST is the standard deviation of the land surface temperature and c1 is some em-241

pirical parameter. In the limit of two grid cells or two patches, 2σLST = |∆LST | where242

|∆LST | is the difference in land surface temperature between the two elements. This243

equation implies that as a parcel of air moves from column to column near the surface,244

it gains an energy proportional to the distance it moved along the surface temperature245

gradient and then rises until it has expended that energy pushing against the atmospheric246

virtual potential temperature gradient. The heights zmax1
and zmax2

are the heights of247

θv,max in the warm and cool column respectively. zcirc is then defined as the minimum248

of zcrit and twice zmax,w−zcrit. The maximum boundary of the circulation is defined249

this way, as opposed to simply zcrit, to avoid unrealistically large recirculation veloci-250

ties which can occur if the lower portion of the circulation covers a depth much greater251

than the recirculation. In addition to being unrealistic, these large velocities can trig-252

ger numerical problems in the host single column model.253

3 Methodology254

3.1 Surface Fields and Parameters255

The two atmospheric columns of interest for this problem are assumed to form over256

the regions with the highest and lowest sensible heating within the domain. We define257

these columns, as well as other surface characteristics of the model, from higher resolu-258

tion Land Surface Model (LSM) output. For this particular study, the LSM that we use259

is HydroBlocks LSM, a Noah-MP based field-scale resolving land surface model (Chaney260

et al., 2021). The model includes high resolution soil and land cover maps from the Prob-261

abilistic Remapping of SSURGO (POLARIS) (Chaney et al., 2019) and the National Land262

Cover Dataset as well as NLDAS-2 meteorology (Cosgrove et al., 2003) with NCEP Stage-263

IV radar rainfall (Mitchell, 2004). The 30m resolution LSM is spun up for two years, and264

then the hourly output is modified for consistency so that the domain-wide averages match265

the surface fluxes that are used in the forcing data for LES and single column model runs.266

The forcing data is discussed in greater detail in following sections.267

For application of the surface sensible and latent heat fluxes in the two column model268

we first upscale the field results to 5km spatial resolution. This is done to ensure that269

each grid cell in the domain is of sufficient scale to have atmospheric impact, as previ-270

ous studies suggest (see point (ii) in the introduction) that smaller areas may not be large271

enough to generate significant circulations that penetrate through the full boundary layer.272

The domain is then divided into warm and cool patches based on the surface conditions273

for one timestep during the day (in our case, we use the surface fields at 1pm) using a274

cutoff value, where all grid cells or tiles with sensible heating below this value are assigned275

to the cool patch and all values above it are assigned to the warm patch. This cutoff value276

is chosen to provide the maximum difference between the patch averaged sensible heat-277

ing within the bounds of the 50th and 80th percentile of domain sensible heating. The278

exact values of these bounds are somewhat arbitrary, however they are selected to en-279

force a larger cool patch than warm patch. This produces a few desirable characteris-280

tics in the circulation model, including matching expectations of a smaller portion of the281
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Figure 2. a(top): Illustration of how a background wind adjusts the velocity computed in

equation (5) on an example surface grid. First panel (Left to Right) shows uR0, the second shows

the east-west component of uR0 wiped out by a strong east-west background wind, and the fi-

nal one shows the final value of uR, which is the remaining components from the second panel

redistributed across the entire connecting width. b(bottom): Illustration of the determination

of an advective lengthscale. Left panel shows the surface grid with a yellow line indicating the 9

unit boundary between the cool and warm areas. The right panel shows the same 9 unit bound-

ary, however the shape of the grid, with the same area as the left panel, is changed to produce a

straight boundary. From this regularized grid, an advective lengthscale is determined.
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area covered by updrafts (over the hot patch) than downdrafts (over the cool patch), as282

well as encouraging larger updraft velocities than downdraft velocities (Ansmann et al.,283

2010).284

While this separation allows for updraft and downdraft regions of the domain to285

exist, it does not appropriately include information on the size of the patches in the full286

resolution surface field, which previous studies have shown to be significant. To include287

patch size information in our model, we calculate a lengthscale of heterogeneity, ℓ, from288

the higher resolution field. This lengthscale is a measurement of how far from any given289

point in the field do we need to go before the correlation between the two points decays290

significantly. The method used is described in greater detail in (Torres-Rojas et al., 2022),291

with the decay cutoff in our case as 5% of the variance. This particular cutoff is chosen292

to produce a wide range of values for different surfaces without saturating at either end293

of the range. For a total of 92 surfaces of 5km resolution summer LSM output over our294

study domain, the values for ℓ ranged from 20km to 60km.295

Surface characteristics that also need to be applied in the two column model are296

the geometry of the two patches and their connections; this will determine the advec-297

tive lengthscale and our treatment of the background wind relative to the circulation in298

equation (6). Figure 2 illustrates how we consider this geometry. The circulation veloc-299

ity uR is assumed to apply over the entire interface between each column. Equation (6)300

is evaluated independently for the portion of the boundary along the x direction and those301

along the y direction, and then the final uR used in the model is a weighted average based302

on the portion of the boundary along the x and y directions. The two irregularly shaped303

patches are reshaped to form two rectangles with the boundary length held constant. With304

two rectangular areas, an advective lengthscale is determined as the distance between305

their centroids (figure 2b).306

3.2 Domain Description and Forcings307

As part of this study, we examine output of a two column model, single column model,308

and LES over three days. These simulations and analysis of their output includes many309

commonalities which are discussed here. All analyses are made on a 100 × 100 km2 do-310

main over the SGP site, centered at 36.6◦ N and 97.5◦ W. The domain consists of a few311

small urban areas within cultivated cropland and grasslands. The simulations use the312

VARANAL large-scale forcing datasets provided by the LES ARM Symbiotic Simula-313

tion and Observation Workflow (LASSO) workflow to define initial soundings and the314

large scale atmospheric forcings and tendencies, with the exception of large scale wind315

which is allowed to develop naturally from the initial sounding in LES. A tendency in316

the horizontal wind fields is applied for the single column and two column model sim-317

ulations to nudge the large scale wind fields to match those from LES. All types of sim-318

ulations run from 7:00 to 22:00 Central Daylight Time for three days: June 25th 2016,319

July 17th 2017, and July 9th 2018. These days are selected for initial examination due320

to strong heterogeneity on the surface, shallow convective conditions under which we ex-321

pect significant atmospheric impacts, and clear, consistent circulations present in the LES.322

Figure 3 shows the surface and atmospheric conditions for select times in the LES.323

3.3 Large Eddy Simulation324

The LES runs that we use as our base for both parameter fitting and model com-325

parison use a modified WRF-LES following the methodology and configuration in J. S. Si-326

mon et al. (2021) with a few differences. In these cases, we use a 250m resolution grid327

with a 130km x 130km simulation domain, where the surface boundary conditions from328

HydroBlocks LSM are tapered on the outer 15km of the domain to reduce discontinu-329

ities. This is a one way coupling and there is no feedback from the LES onto the sur-330

face. The vertical resolution is 30m for the first 5km, and then operates on a stretched331
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Figure 3. Surface and atmospheric profiles from LES for each day. Each row is one day, from

top, June 25th, 2016, July 17th, 2017, and July 9th 2018 . a,e,i: 5km upscaled surface sensible

heat flux for each day at 12pm. b,f,j: Velocity sounding at 12pm; east-west velocity as a solid

line and north-south velocity as a dotted lone. c,g,k: Virtual potential temperature profiles at

7am, 12pm and 5pm. d,h,l: Atmospheric water vapor concentration profiles at 7am, 12pm and

5pm.
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grid to 12km. Temporal resolution is half a second. The data used for analysis is only332

from the center 100km x 100km of the domain. The domain is also rotated to align the333

bulk liquid water flux normal to the boundaries. The model is run with periodic bound-334

ary conditions in two cases for each simulation day. The first includes the high resolu-335

tion heterogeneous LSM output, which we refer to as HET, and the second includes a336

homogeneous surface field using the mean value of the HET surface, which we refer to337

as HMG. Further details of the LES configuration can be found in J. S. Simon et al. (2021).338

3.4 Atmospheric Model339

To apply the model described in section 2, we use a standalone simulation setup340

of the Cloud Layers Unified by Binormals (CLUBB) model, a cloud and turbulence pa-341

rameterization scheme currently in use as part of the CESM and E3SM earth system mod-342

els (Ma et al., 2022; Bogenschutz et al., 2012). The standalone version uses a simple sin-343

gle column model shell around CLUBB, and is run with the Morrison microphysics scheme344

(Morrison et al., 2005) as well as a simple radiation scheme. The model runs at a 6 sec-345

ond temporal resolution, and a 60m vertical resolution up to 12km. To successfully com-346

pare the model described in section 2 to a baseline as well as LES runs, we run CLUBB347

in three different configurations. To mimic the homogeneous LES case, and provide a348

baseline for model comparison, we run the standalone CLUBB as a single column with349

surface boundary conditions prescribed by the domain wide means. These are referred350

to as SC, or Single Column, simulations. We then run standalone CLUBB simultane-351

ously over two independent columns, with surface boundary conditions prescribed by the352

warm and cool patch mean values determined following the methodology in section 3.1.353

These are referred to as IC, or Independent Columns, simulations. Finally, we run stan-354

dalone CLUBB simultaneously over two independent columns, as in the IC case, but with355

the circulation model described implemented. We refer to this as the TCM, or two-column356

model, case.357

For the TCM case, only heat and moisture are advected between the two columns358

whereas within the columns a mean vertical velocity is prescribed to match the updraft359

and downdraft velocities from the circulation model. The heat and moisture advection360

is added as a source term at each level in the model. The circulation terms are calcu-361

lated every 5 minutes during the day, and only begins when there is a minimum of 300362

W m−2 incoming shortwave radiation. To promote model stability, change in uR from363

one timestep to the next is limited to a maximum of 0.5 m s−1. In addition, before the364

profile of computed uR values according to equation (6) are applied to the standalone365

columns, a beta function is used to smooth the profile. This is done to prevent sharp ver-366

tical gradients in the resulting source terms at the edges of the circulation and recircu-367

lation.368

3.5 Parameter Fitting369

For these initial experiments, we conduct a relatively simple parameter fitting to370

the LES data. The value of c1, held as the same for all three study days, is selected vi-371

sually based on the full set of 92 LES simulation days, and cur is fitted individually for372

each day with LES data. To fit either of these parameters, we must have an approxima-373

tion for the one-dimensional velocity of the circulation from the LES. We are largely look-374

ing to examine large (km) scale phenomenon, so a Gaussian filter is applied to the ve-375

locity fields before examining them to reduce the impact of small scale events. For a first376

order approximation, we take the following for each layer:377

max (|u90i | , |u10i |) = uR0∗ (10)378

where i = 1, 2, and u90i is the 90th percentile of the smoothed horizontal velocity in379

the i direction, u10i is the 10th percentile, and uR0∗ is the approximate value of uR0 com-380

puted from the LES. We take each percentile as we assume that the circulation will cause381
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Figure 4. Vertical LES profile at 5pm of a ”cool” and ”warm” patch defined based on the

25th and 75th percentiles respectively of virtual potential temperature at 150m for each day:

2016-06-25 (a), 2017-07-17 (b), and 2018-07-09 (c). The horizontal field of virtual potential

temperature is shown to the right of these profiles for four altitudes: 170m, 1200m, 2200m and

3200m. The arrows represent the horizontal velocity deviations u′. The contour lines show the

bounding areas of the ”cool” and ”warm” patches whose profiles are plotted directly to the left.

two opposing velocities converging on the hot region, which is a reasonable assumption382

given the periodic boundary conditions in the LES. We also assume that, by taking the383

larger magnitude of these two percentiles, we are capturing the mean enhanced wind (i.e.384

ur+
∣∣uw∥

∣∣) which allows us to rearrange equation (6) to get equation (10). If u90i and385

u10i have the same sign, then it is assumed no circulation is occurring in that direction.386

While the heterogeneity may well be inducing circulations, they are carried too quickly387

by background winds to be represented well by our model.388

In addition to requiring circulation velocities, we also need to identify two ”columns”389

within the LES to generate adequate comparisons. While we identify these based on the390

surface for the two-column model, in the LES we found that the representative columns391

are better defined from the near surface atmospheric virtual potential temperature. We392

therefore divide the domain into two columns, constant in height, based on the method393

described in section 3.1 using the 150m virtual potential temperature layer instead of394

the sensible heat flux to divide them.395

The fit exercise is conducted for a total of 92 simulation days, of which 43 had a396

detectable circulation fitting the criteria described. Three of those simulation days had397

coherent front-like systems which crossed the domain, making the results unreliable for398

fitting with (10) and were therefore excluded, bringing the total number of LES simu-399

lation days used for our fitting exercise to 40.400
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Figure 5. a,b,c: Profile of normalized circulation velocity through time, with velocity com-

puted as in equation (10) for each day: 2016-06-25 (a), 2017-07-17 (b), and 2018-07-09 (c). No

points were excluded based on differences in sign from u90i and u10i . Lines plotted are zmax1

(dashed), zmax2 (solid), and zcrit (dotted) showing the bounds of the recirculation defined in

section 2.2. d: Comparison between the modeled circulation velocity with c1 = 1.35 and the LES

computed circulation velocity during the day (10:00-19:00) for the first 500m in the atmosphere

over 40 LES simulation days.

4 Results401

4.1 Characteristics of Modeled Circulation402

First, we must ensure that the general model, described in previous sections, is con-403

sistent with what we see in the large eddy simulations. We are consistently able to see404

the behavior illustrated in figure 1 for the θv profiles across nearly all LES days, with405

an intersection point at some altitude where the density gradient flips. Figure 4 shows406

vertical profiles for identified ”cool” and ”warm” areas based on the 25th and 75th per-407

centile of virtual potential temperature at 150m, as well as wind velocities u′. When ex-408

amining the lowest shown surface for each level on the three days, there is a clear con-409

vergence over the warm areas and divergence from the cool areas. In the upper portion410

of the atmosphere, where the density gradient reverses and the ”cool” patch becomes warmer411

than the ”warm” patch, there is instead a noticeable divergence from the 150m-based412

”warm” patch. This lends significant credence to the validity of the basic structure we413

propose for TCM.414

These two columns also appear to be consistent with the boundaries that were de-415

fined in section 2.2. Using those definitions with the LES defined columns, we see fairly416

successful bounding of the region of highest circulation velocity in the LES profile as is417

clear from figure 5abc. For the upper boundaries of the recirculation, there is a good agree-418
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Figure 6. Circulation velocity profile through time for TCM (top) and LES (bottom) for each

day 2016-06-25 (a), 2017-07-17 (b), and 2018-07-09 (c).

ment for all three days with a small underprediction for some times on 2017-07-17 and419

2018-07-09 and a small overprediction on 2016-06-25. The identification of zcrit as the420

lower bounds of the recirculation, however, does not perform as well with a consistent421

overprediction of the value ranging from 100m to nearly 800m depending on the day and422

time. When we examine the proposed velocity model (6) we also see a reasonable fit as423

seen in figure 5d. When the model predicted velocity from the temperature fields is com-424

pared to the true LES field, we get a R2 value of 0.56 and a fitted c1 value of 1.35.425

When the circulation model is fully implemented in the two column model, we see426

a stable circulation develop as is clear in the top row of figure 6. The circulations largely427

lie between 2 and 3km in the atmosphere during the afternoon, with horizontal veloc-428

ities in a reasonable range from 0 to 3.5 m s−1 and vertical velocities of up to 0.25m s−1.429

Circulations initiate around 10:30 am for all three days. While the 2016 and 2017 days430

maintain a circulation throughout the day, the 2018 circulation thins in the afternoon431

until it disappears shortly after 3pm when the computed value of θmax is at or below θcrit,432

preventing continued simulation. A slowdown event can also be observed on 2016-06-25433

in the early evening; this occurs because the circulation preceding the slowdown was strong434

enough to bring the temperature of the cool and warm atmospheric columns to near equi-435

librium, significantly lowering the value of δ |θ′v| and uR accordingly.436

When compared with the LES days, we see some broad similarities in velocity pro-437

files, but with significant differences. Direct comparison of the altitude in the profile is438

somewhat complicated by the three dimensional nature of the LES, where the altitude439

of the circulation could vary significantly in space compared to the one-dimensional TCM.440

Nonetheless, LES profiles are similarly located primarily between 2 and 3km in altitude,441

although with a more significant decay in altitude during the later portion of the day442

than TCM. The LES and TCM circulations have relatively similar thicknesses, although443

the same cannot be said of the recirculation which is thicker on 2016-06-25, thinner on444

2017-07-17, and much thinner on 2018-07-09. Velocities are mostly larger in the LES than445

in TCM, although the recirculation velocity on 2017-07-17 is practically the same be-446

tween 12:00 and 5:00pm. The circulation is also very similar between 12:00 and 3:00pm447
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Figure 7. Profiles at 5pm of temperature (top) and moisture (bottom) for the first 5km of

all three CLUBB based cases SC, IC, and TCM; dotted, dashed and solid lines respectively.

Columns are days 2016-06-25 (a), 2017-07-17 (b), and 2018-07-09 (c).

for 2018-08-09. For 2016-06-25, the circulation velocity is off by almost 1ms−1 and the448

recirculation is off more significantly.449

4.2 Atmospheric Impacts of the Circulation450

Heterogeneity-driven circulations have significant impacts on the atmosphere in both451

the LES and TCM. The impacts are visible in the profiles of heat and moisture and in452

the clouds that are produced in the model. While differences exist between LES and TCM,453

they both exhibit qualitatively similar behaviors with regards to their impact on the at-454

mosphere.455

The profiles of temperature and moisture provide the first clue to the atmospheric456

impacts of the circulations. Under the IC case, there are only small differences when com-457

pared to SC; mostly just a very small reduction in the depth of the boundary layer on458

both 2016-06-25 and 2017-07-17, which is also visible in the profiles for moisture. When459

the circulation is added, the TCM case shows consistent heating near the top of the bound-460

ary layer and a cooling above it in figure 7. A similar, albeit less dramatic, change is ob-461

served in the LES profiles in figure 8. The LES profiles of temperature bear a very strong462

similarity to the TCM profiles for all three days (except with a smoother curve as would463

be expected from the 100km domain spatial averaging).464
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Figure 8. Profiles at 5pm of temperature (top) and moisture (bottom) for the first 5km of

both of the LES based cases HMG and HET; dotted and solid lines respectively. Columns are

days 2016-06-25 (a), 2017-07-17 (b), and 2018-07-09 (c).
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Figure 9. The liquid water path (LWP) output from the CLUBB based cases, with rows as

days 2016-06-25 (a), 2017-07-17 (b), and 2018-07-09 (c). LWP through time is shown for each of

the three cases (left of each row). Difference in LWP between the IC case and SC case as well as

difference between the warm and cool columns of the IC case and the SC case (upper left of each

row). Difference in LWP between the TCM case and SC case as well as difference between the

warm and cool columns of the TCM case and the SC case are also shown.

Some consistent patterns of change occur in the mean moisture profile as well. When465

heterogeneity is added without a modeled circulation in the IC case, there are very few466

changes from SC. When the modeled circulation is added, there is a slight overall wet-467

ting near the surface on 2017-07-17 and 2018-07-09, a drying around the top of the bound-468

ary layer that coincides with the location of the circulation and then a wetting of the at-469

mosphere above. On 2016-06-25 there is no near surface wetting and instead a near sur-470

face drying; in addition, the changes higher in the atmosphere are less pronounced. The471

LES sees largely the same trends, but smoothed as its averaged over the whole domain,472

and a lower magnitude in differences. While we don’t see the drying of the boundary layer473

on 2016-06-25 in the LES, it does have the least significant wetting of the three days ex-474

amined.475

All of these changes in the scalar profiles are closely related to the changes that we476

see in cloud development as a result of the TCM. The liquid water path (LWP) is a proxy477

for cloud development, and is defined as:478

Σρaql∆z (11)479
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Figure 10. Comparison of cloud structure through time for the SC, TCM, HMG, and HET

simulations for each day (columns) 2016-06-25 (a), 2017-07-17 (b), and 2018-07-09 (c). Cloud

liquid water concentration shown for the CLUBB based simulations, SC (top) and TCM (second

from top) followed by the two LES based cases, HMG (third from top) and HET (fourth from

top). Finally, LWP through time is shown for these four cases (bottom).

where ρa is the moist air density, ql is the liquid water mixing ratio, and z is the ver-480

tical. LWP increases under the TCM case. The IC case produces some small changes481

on each day, but largely fails to create significant differences. The circulation, however,482

yields increases in LWP especially later in the day as seen in figure 9. The LWP increases483

collapse when the circulation does, as is clear on 2018-07-09. In TCM we also see the484

concentration of cloud development over the warm column rather than the cool in right485

side of figure 9. This pattern is not clearly visible in the IC case without a circulation,486

but is regularly observed in LES studies. The LWP in the cool columns of the TCM case487

is also depressed, mimicking another finding in the literature. Two of the days show sig-488

nificant spikes in LWP and are not as smooth on the TCM as the SC and IC days. This489

may be caused by some small numerical issues in CLUBB when the hole filling scheme,490

which corrects for situations where the CLUBB solver predicts negative concentrations,491

is forced to activate that we were unable to completely resolve. Varying the spatial and492

temporal resolutions of the model did change the frequency of hole scheme activation,493

however yielded little changes in the overall pattern of cloud and LWP development.494
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The vertical profiles of cloud liquid water in figure 10 show the changes in verti-495

cal structure that are caused by including heterogeneity driven circulations in both LES496

(moving from HMG to HET) and the CLUBB-based setup (from SC to TCM). In both497

the HET and TCM cases, we see an increase in the depth of the cloud, although this is498

more pronounced in the TCM case. It is notable, however, that the cloud starts signif-499

icantly thinner in all three of the SC cases compared to the HMG cases. The cloud LWP500

changes are quite similar between HET and TCM for 2017-07-17 and 2018-07-09 in both501

timing and magnitude, whereas on 2016-06-25 we see a huge LWP increase in the TCM502

case but only a small LWP increase in the HET case. The higher depth of the circula-503

tion for that day in TCM when compared to HET may explain these differences.504

5 Discussion505

5.1 Comparisons with LES and their Limitations506

From a broad perspective, the two-column model is able to produce circulations507

with key characteristics identified in the literature from LES studies, including flow ve-508

locity that scales with surface heterogeneity, sensitivity to background wind conditions,509

enhancement of cloud formation that is concentrated over the warmer regions, and rea-510

sonable horizontal breeze velocities. Closer examination of this model in an LES frame-511

work, as well as comparing these LES results quantitatively to TCM, poses some lim-512

itations that must be discussed. First, it should be noted that the results from the SC513

case and the HMG case, while close, do not match. While steps were taken to bring the514

SC case closer to the HMG case, we were ultimately unable to achieve perfect agreement515

in this simplest case, which also means that the addition of heterogeneity to both mod-516

els is not as directly comparable. While profiles analogous to the two columns can be517

identified within LES, these ’columns’ are not independent. Non-circulatory advection,518

turbulent diffusion, etc. are constantly occurring between the columns, providing a ma-519

jor source of disagreement between the TCM and HET cases, even when assuming a per-520

fect representation of the advection caused by heterogeneity driven circulations. The im-521

pact of non-circulatory advection is most important when examining the periodic bound-522

ary conditions, which allow for the enhancement or suppression of surface heterogeneities523

in the atmosphere when compared to TCM. A particularly potent example of this is the524

2016-06-25 day. On this day, a strong background wind to the north causes the patterns525

of heterogneity at the surface (figure 3a) to shear and blend into alternative patterns in526

the lower atmosphere (figure 4). The periodic boundary conditions allow for warm air527

to be continuously pushed over the warm patch, and the cool air over the cool patch, ramp-528

ing up and increasing the differences in temperature beyond what is likely in the envi-529

ronment. This ”ramping up” would not be captured in TCM with the external forcing530

used and the lack of advection, causing a significant difference in the atmospheric tem-531

perature gradients experienced in each model. This difference could explain some of the532

large differences in velocity apparent between TCM and HET for this particular day. One533

final major discrepancy is the variability of the surface patch geometry through time.534

In LES, the organization of the heterogeneity is allowed to change through time, how-535

ever in TCM the patch geometry is set for the entire day. On days with high spatiotem-536

poral persistence this is not an issue, however on days where the patch location changes537

throughout the day, LES has the advantage to better model circulations.538

While there is significant agreement between the model, the literature, and the data,539

there are some notable differences. On 2018-07-09, we see that the TCM circulation has540

a much smaller thickness, and decays quickly when compared to the LES in figure 6. There541

is a similar smaller thickness on 2017-07-17 and when we examine the model predicted542

boundaries in figure 5. For all three days, the lower recirculation boundary, zcrit is higher543

than the lower bound we would define based on the velocity profiles. (Rochetin et al.,544

2017) finds in their study that “Through the day, the breeze intensity and direction is545

successively dominated by (i) the low-level large-scale wind, (ii) the horizontal temper-546
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ature gradients and (iii) the overturning mesoscale circulation itself”. The first two points547

are adequately considered in the proposed model, however the self-sustaining ability of548

the circulation is not considered which may explain some of these described problems.549

If properly considered, the flow would likely maintain later on 2018-07-09 and the depth550

of the recirculation may extend slightly below zcrit as the flow is allowed to influence ad-551

jacent areas just outside the flow regime. This could also explain the fact that the ve-552

locity appears to peak between 15:00 and 17:00 whereas in the LES it peaks at or after553

18:00.554

5.2 Parameter Tuning555

While the original parameter tuning shows success, additional tuning could likely556

improve performance further. The velocity is overall lower in TCM than LES. One likely557

explanation is already discussed as the increased velocity due to the self-reinforcing tem-558

perature fields as a result of the periodic boundary conditions, although this doesn’t ex-559

plain days where this doesn’t apply. Another possible explanation is the model overes-560

timating the reduction in circulation velocity caused by the mean wind. While the model561

uses a 1:1 reduction as suggested in Lee et al. (2019), sea breeze literature proposes a562

much smaller reduction (Miller et al., 2003). The change to using the lower background563

wind reduction is on the order of the differences we see between HET and TCM, how-564

ever to adequately assess the magnitude of reduction caused by background wind for land565

surface driven circulations, an additional LES study would need to be conducted. Other566

tuning may be helpful to solve discrepancies such as the high LWP on 2016-06-25. The567

high LWP is caused by a deeper penetration into the boundary layer than in the LES.568

The tuning exercise for c1 in equation (9) was limited and a more in depth quantitative569

examination of this parameter may yield improvements on days such as 2016-06-25.570

5.3 Pathways for Implementation in ESMs571

The two-column structure has potential for application in ESMs. Additional com-572

putational costs of adding an additional single column model within the ESM grid cell573

are significant, but the additional costs from the circulation model itself should be rather574

small if correctly optimized. It is notable that the model code as applied for this study575

is admittedly sub-optimal, using a python script to interface with the CLUBB FORTRAN576

code and requires excessive I/O operations that would be unnecessary in optimized code.577

While in this particular study a regular grid is used for the surface, the methodology lends578

itself to using aggregation of tiles from tiling schemes to determine surface columns rather579

than aggregation of grid cells. The identification of those surface columns, however, is580

not as clear in the coupled modeling context where surface heterogeneity will not be known581

a priori. In our study area of the Southern Great Plains, the heterogeneity is largely driven582

by rainfall patterns the previous day. An assumption of some environmental character-583

istics driving the pattern of heterogeneity, such as rainfall patterns, or an assumption584

of high spatiotemporal persistence (i.e. that the previous afternoons’ patterns of hetero-585

geneity will persist into the next day) would be necessary for proper aggregation of the586

surface tiles. We note that some LSMs may face additional development needs if no rep-587

resentation of subgrid-scale precipitation exists currently, and/or if there is no spatial588

representation of surface heterogeneity (i.e., surface tiles are allocated statistically).589

Although one pathway towards implementation within ESMs is to directly simu-590

late two atmospheric columns and link them via a circulation as described here, there591

is also an opportunity to take advantage of existing atmospheric model development. Multi-592

plume eddy-diffusivity mass-flux (EDMF) parameterizations simulate convective updrafts593

that transport heat and moisture vertically and are being implemented within schemes594

including CLUBB (Witte et al., 2022). As ongoing development works to include explicit595

downdrafts in EDMF schemes, it is conceivable that some number of updrafts/downdrafts596

could be used to represent heterogeneity-induced circulations with the type of model pro-597
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posed here. One advantage of any scheme to capture heterogeneity driven circulations598

is that it is only expected to be significant when certain criteria can be met (high spa-599

tiotemporal persistence, significant heterogeneities, and low background wind). This means600

the scheme only needs to be activated when applicable, saving computational cost.601

6 Summary and Conclusion602

Our work shows that a simple two-column model of surface heterogeneity driven603

large-scale ( 10km) circulations can qualitatively reproduce the patterns that we see in604

both our own LES simulations and the larger body of literature. We see agreement both605

with the model structure within the LES data, as well as agreement when the model struc-606

ture is applied to two otherwise independent single column CLUBB simulations. Cloud607

production is both increased and concentrated over the warmer surface patch when the608

circulations are considered, and for two of the three days these changes bear a strong sim-609

ilarity to LWP changes seen in the LES. Circulation strength is closely related to sur-610

face patterns, atmospheric profiles of temperature and moisture, and the direction and611

magnitude of the background wind as expected from the literature. There are some key612

differences in the details that suggest that more tuning, testing, and accounting for the613

self-sustaining ability of the circulations may resolve the discrepancies between HET and614

TCM. There is potential for the model structure described here to be implemented in615

coarse grid models where global, atmospheric impacts of subgrid land surface heterogene-616

ity could be more readily explored. The similarities that land surface heterogeneity cir-617

culations have with other thermally driven circulations imply that the model may also618

be applicable to subgrid-scale parameterization of sea and lake breezes. This work re-619

sembles a promising step towards accounting for the increased cloud production and at-620

mospheric impacts caused by subgrid heterogeneity driven circulations in ESMs.621

7 Open Research622
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